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the millennials 415 million people 100 million + college grads!



the umbilical cord of human progress!



consumption of energy has only ever gone UP!



what is the role of oil in long-term energy?!
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oil price?!



CO2 promises…. needs $12 trillion !



changes in energy will have winners and losers!

don’t laugh, this is working!
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BARCELONA (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - Hollywood 
actor Leonardo DiCaprio on Tuesday joined more than 400 
institutions and 2,000 individuals who have promised to divest 
from fossil fuels, as new research showed they hold total 
assets of $2.6 trillion.!

In the past year, a new divestment campaign has caught on, 
faster than any other such campaign in history, according to 
a recent Oxford university study. Investors representing more 
than $2.5 trillion in assets under management, including the 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Norway’s giant oil fund and the 
Church of England (whose archbishop is a former oil 
executive) have all joined the chorus saying sayonara to their 
dirtiest fossil fuel investments.!
source: FT!



$2.6 trillion!

Leonardo DiCaprio!

Poster Boy For Copper?!



sage advice for any business (The Copper Business?)!
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